
We are looking for a designer who is highly creative and perfectly 
capable of handling strategic, branding, marketing and communi-
cation projects. Both big and small. You are an allrounder who is 
equally strong in graphic design, packaging design, retail, events, 
campaigns, digital design, animation (and perhaps even more). 
Preferably, you are this colleague who not only has fantastic ideas 
and makes beautiful things, but you also know who to translate  
concepts into powerful communication. This means that you can 
relate to clients and potential target groups. And throughout all the 
stages of creative development, you always bear in mind that your 
work is about creating a solid ground for communication and  
design. Do you recognize yourself in this profile? Then do read on…

Who are we?
We are TrendsActive, a small and experienced team of strategists, 
trend researches and creative people – based in Utrecht.  
TrendsActive was founded seven years ago and in the meantime has 
become a leading international agency in the field of creative trend 
research. We provide our clients with insights in the changing needs 
and behaviours of their target groups. Next to that we are specialised 
in the (creative) translation of that knowledge into relevant prop-
ositions, products, services and communication. This translation 
is done by our own creative department, since TrendsActive works 
on the cross roads of strategy, trend research and design. Trend 
research forms the starting point and remains the basis for all the 
creative work we do. 

We mainly work for large, international brands. But we also service 
smaller clients and start-up companies, which is equally interesting. 
We guide our clients intensively when leaping from strategy to  
concept to realisation. This implies that communication, photogra-
phy, illustrations, web and animation are important elements of  
our creative output. 

Who are you?
As a designer, you are responsible for handling creative work  
independently, both for printed and online media. You know how 
to meet requirements and look for creative boundaries (and cross 
them sometimes too). All the time bearing the client’s interest in 
mind, of course. You are enthusiastic, driven and focused on deliv-
ering quality. You are also curious and eager to learn. Throughout 
the design process you draw from both your esthetical as well as 
your practical capabilities. Being client focused is very important 
at TrendsActive. That’s because you will be in direct contact with 
clients and other third parties when working for us. Strong social 
and communication skills are therefore considered an advantage. 
Your style of work is disciplined and conscientious, and you deliver 
quality at a consistently high level. You know how to prioritise and 
how to divide your time. Moreover, you are capable to structure your 
choices, present them and make a case for them – both internally as 
well as towards clients. Within the agency, you work together closely 
with your research and creative colleagues.  
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How would you describe yourself ?
• You think in concepts AND communication AND design, 
 both online AND offline
• You are enthusiastic, driven and creative
• You can deal with stressful situations and you are flexible
• You are ambitious, full of initiatives and you think in solutions
• You are able to relate to target groups and what drives them
• You are strong in design and aesthetics
• You can work independently and are a team player at the same
 time.

Please continue reading if this is you…
 
What do we expect from you?
• Level of experience and education: Bachelor’s degree
• A minimum of 2 -3 years of experience with a design or 
 advertising agency (as an employee or freelancer)
• You have dealt with a wide scope of creative challenges 
 (branding, brand identity, communication, graphic design, 
 packaging design, retail, events, campaigns, digital design, 
 animation etc.)
• You have an excellent command of Adobe Creative Suite 
 (Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop etc.)
• You are knowledgeable of the latest printing techniques
• You are no stranger to the present digital jargon
• And of course you are fully up to speed with the latest 
 developments in design. 

What makes us extra happy?
• Your clarity of expression (speaking and in writing) is good. 
 Both in Dutch and in English.  
• You live within 30 kilometres of Utrecht
• You like responsibilities (and tend to ask for more)

What we offer
A job with possibilities for a designer who likes a creative, dynamic 
and informal working environment. 

Good to know
• Location: Maliebaan 24 in Utrecht 
• Starting date: today or a.s.a.p.

“Yes! I am very enthusiastic! So now what do I do?”
Send your motivation, portfolio and CV (in that order) to 
Karima Benali via karima@trendsactive.com. 
Subject: Response to design vacancy. And this has to be done 
before 15th of April. For more information, please call +31 (0)30 
2544448 or have a look at www.trendsactive.com. 

We look forward to receiving your reaction. Thank you! 

Acquisition to this vacancy is not appreciated. 
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